Burned patch near Devil’s Postpile

- Photograph taken by Felicitas Kwasny
Felicitas and Ollie cook Felicitas’ prize catch
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Photograph taken by Felicitas Kwasny
Red algae on the snow
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Marmot
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Marmot
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Group one
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Photograph taken by Felicitas Kwasny
Sunset
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Group two

• Photograph taken by Mike Perfetti
Photograph taken by Mike Perfetti
Approaching rain storm

- Photograph taken by Mike Perfetti
Trail hugging the canyon wall on the way to Hamilton Lake

- Picture taken by Janie Tarman
Brad crossing a rain-fed stream on the trail to Hamilton Lake

• Picture taken by Janie Tarman
Group two at top of Harrison Pass posing with their Snickers bars

- Picture taken by Janie Tarman
Janie at the top of her favorite pass
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Lake on the way up to Harrison Pass

• Picture taken by Janie Tarman
Megan and Laura heading up to Pinchot Pass

- Picture taken by Janie Tarman
Katie with the frogs

• Picture taken by Janie Tarman
Sunset over King’s Canyon

- Picture taken by Janie Tarman
The guys triumph after pushing the girls into Lake Edison

- Picture taken by Janie Tarman
Photograph taken by Felicitas Kwasny
Paul, Janie, and Katie in front of giant sequoia trees

- Photograph taken by Andy Gerschutz
Felicitas and Laura in front of giant sequoias

- Photograph taken by Felicitas Kwasny
Sunset on the mountains behind Squaw Lake

• Picture taken by Janie Tarman
“Devil’s Postpile”: a famous geological phenomena near Red’s Meadow
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Katie in the snow going up Donahue Pass

- Picture taken by Janie Tarman
Sitting around the campfire in Sunrise Meadow
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